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Preface

Admittedly weak when trying to delineate my thoughts in a non-poetic format such as

this, I couldn’t decide whether to include some introductory remarks or not, wanting to

avoid exposing my expository underbelly to the unseen masses who consume poetry.

Ultimately, I decided it would be better to, at least, try. Generally, I prefer to let my work

speak for itself but, as may be particularly apparent in this collection, some explanation

could be informative, if not helpful, especially to readers who find the poems

intimidating, strange or simply uncomfortable.

Most of the poems collected here were created using language from other texts. Some

people refer to this kind of poetry as found poetry, which is also the way I refer to it.

What begun many years ago as an exercise to expand my use of vocabulary, as well as

my possibilities for creating poetry outside my usual lexicon, turned into a legitimate

writing process. I was making something new. You be the judge.

BOB MARCACCI
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               Purification by High-Performance Continuous-

                             Flow Bombardment Mass

               An automatic system done by injecting samples directly

                   bound to a matrix switching valves

                        under accurate quantitation

                                                was also possible

                                           INTRODUCTION

                  the common problem of transforming affinity

                      in this paper coupling

                    dark solutions of the same substances

                                          with a final percentage apparatus

                          the scheme of the phase delivered

                                                 glass at the exit

                              leading directly to waste

                                  small head pressure probe

               the magnet power optimization

                    at room temperature

                     the system was ready



_______________

California BREACH of

      for general practitioners

                   , like most _ _ B books,

                    is a product

              of and for members of

                    the California

                   a dialogue with our readers.

           Another next year,

         something we did not share

                 _ _ B wishes Index

                             Pasadena

                          self-representation governing

                                 frivolous

                               a new motor vehicle

                                     ambiguous language

                                  in a written instrument

                                  time (extension of time for performance presumption

                                      a reasonable relationship to actual

       intangible injury

                                   of the determination weight

    of authority criticized language

        responsibilities absence

                  generally in a few instances



_______________

                                                                  the execution

                                convenience deemed sufficient

                               necessarily materially intended

                           he claimed he was ambiguous.

                                 he accepted his position

                      Renaissance           supra.

                         The existence (special relationship

                                   [n]o obligation

                                     & Recreation

                                                                   escape

                             (duty Chameleon

                               secrets) alone)

                             (storage space

                           (releasing language in parachute

                       (invention

                                 . The substance of ordinarily

                                      Rules (c) provide

                                        a hardline Identification

                                           Performance Custom

            The reason for the absence is irrelevant.

                           by publication or otherwise

                             ESTABLISHING

                                                                   Time

                                 consideration) Reliance
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                              generation-x gap

haphazard after-hours focus in the predawn maddened me
                      CD-Romulus                helix intensive
                     givesake                   hellishly electrocuted
    bedridden and blissy                      sunscreened and monkey
                           me in obit                  divinity                 mellowdramatist
                                    pissed-off with category-like stamina
                                             a test of my nervous                  cableless
                                                          dress-up                 succulent cathode
                                                                             strode
                             rode  wranglered and dragged to curb
                                                                 verbilux
                                               fuck’s a charged particle
                                                                                             lull in me

                                                   he was the network
                                               computer oriented and R
                                                            now only memory
                                                     severed aggression tactics
                                                              muscle
                                                         relaxing corpuscle
                                                                 as if momentary

                                                         the machine to me
                                  keyed-up and doomed to middle classless
                                         blessfully remove any trances of me
                                                    he nomenclature
                                            never say didactic pimpernell
        fell prey to vernacular bullshit                truly exponential sub-pop
                                      cop-out Robert                   clear glass mug-shot
                   fought wanting to laugh at the television program
                                 damnation                   feeling chummy
                         rummikub/cribbage nut
cut to facsimile definition of hand-gun
                    none other than Venus in furs
                         hers were pearly

           whirly-gig                 micronized
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The Mechanical Noise Performance

or

The Ultimate in Long Life for Cordless Ordinary
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circuit works ESP hook-up          spiral

wrap unwrap tool         uninterruptible line matching thermistor          wire sorter

continuity tester

logic devices designed for hobbyists         no guesswork convenience measures

nulling and peaking energy universal          completely isolated sustaining saturation

breakdown current discharge           no ground needed           making a star technical

available alone or with experiments          electronic service features ring connector

spring loaded pure white leaves

Fig.          metal body for gold strain relief          manufactured made machined

removed from the main body connection          identification material for high constant

din          miniature circular adapters open in-line connectors

the contact performance eliminates power heads

exact replacements for traditional

systems with interchangeable crimp accessories



_______________

switchcraft

conversion emitting no backlight jewel part

change provides control neutral (white)          a signal bridge helps assure the

transponder without affecting programmed knockouts          trimline series

(which reduces the magnitude of the transient)          ideal isolated units and direct

protesters

surge suppressors with cascade circuitry          space illumination function generator

simple one-handed operation          a “cook-book” format makes it easy

to learn and understand in schematic or pictorial presentation          the path with the

hand one-man sorting

making a new star kit for creating smooth flow

positive type developer concentrate is

recommended for harsh environments



_______________

male/female strip joint          no burrs and conveniently adhesive          all dimensions

are outside dimensions          unless you specify otherwise it will be repaired or

replaced immediately for any consequential overstruts

consumption is important

there is a likelihood of someone tripping over cables          smooth no tongue feel

low profile gender changers are perfect during brownouts

mercury

warble fast pulse can be terminated with the knurled screw          dielectric molded

bobbin coil holes cycle low profile piano type           switches with smooth positive

action          dash memories device insertion identifies improperly inserted device

dependable isolation avalanche

that ultraflexible public extension
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          EXL

   Gen Pur Diff

        Amp/Drv

               Horiz

           Osc/Sw

         Vert Aud

           DI TV

              AM

            Defl

           Trans

                HIC

     Supp

     RAM Gen Cont

          Sys Prog

       Interpt Dec

           Org Demod

                Stg

            Sig Pro

            Lat

           Rect Op

           Det

                 /Limtr

                   info

              Lum/Chrm

           Arr

                /Wrt Multi

              Sync

              Rg Adj

           CMOS
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        I am drawn in circles,

                              swept undercurrents of water lilies

left my feet to drift away from the rock planet

                                                                     risking amniotic space.

Going back to the shift-spun beginnings

                                                               the lust of teeth and knives

            cracked the dawn.

The thunder-jolt of early morning.

A wasteland and fucked.

          My brother learned to catch blue-bellies

                                                                frozen in the sun under geraniums.

It was well over 100 degrees of heat or more than 360.

     There was no one else to argue with.

                              I was kicked once by a roommate.

A bowl of oranges rolled over.

                      Dogs chased their own tails.

                                                      Bottles were smashed on the pavement.

  Broadcasts continued over  the airwaves.

I lost my silver ring.

                                                            The planet kept turning

rotating in space through alien showers.

    The secret messages could not be deciphered.

   A giant hang-yellow sky full of sun.

                         Blue was misplaced and forgotten.

    At noon a siren cried out from somewhere.



_______________

                      the geologic

will be considered important        the formation was

                 a subduction zone

           awkward in that it would seperate along

                               the west coast

                          a sedimentary rock that was eroded

                                           probably a surf zone

                               and wave action worked

                       on the unconformity

                                  the seas were in a regressive state

              regression continues



_______________



_______________
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